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ABSTRACT

This article is a rhetorical criticism of two apologetic speeches from two celebrities. Chris Brown and Tiger Woods articulated their apology to public through visual media during crisis situation. To restore their image, avoid lawsuits, and stabilize trust to their apologetic stakeholders, their speeches were codified under visual composition, structure of speeches, offense identification, and the moment of silence. I used Black’s prism analysis to criticize the complexity of apologetic address of celebrity. Result, rhetoric of apologia exercised a negotiation process of identity and it indicated the authenticity of the speakers, avoidance of interruption, prevention of ambivalence, engraving the audience emotion, and sustaining their personal objectives. The article concluded by answering what kind of various constellation tactics in saying “sorry.”
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Introduction

“Find a room in your heart to one day believe in me again” (Tiger Woods)

“I only can pray that you forgive me, please” (Chris Brown)

Celebrities’ scandals have created public discourse around the temptations, temperaments, and moral values of Hollywood’s exclusive elites. When the rumor hit the celebrity with undoubted facts, negative testimonials, and the image of the celebrity would be in jeopardy, refurbishing the image through apologetic speech could be the ultimate option. Chris Brown, a talented twenty-two year old musician, who started his career at the age of 16, gave a public apology in regards to the physical violence to his girlfriend or his “Cinder-ella-ella-ella,” namely Rihanna, who is a popular artist with a song, “Umbrella- ella-ella.” On February 8, 2009, the fight between Rihanna and Brown worsened into physical violence that resulted in the facial injuries and the hospitalization of Rihanna. Meanwhile, Tiger Woods, one of the most successful golfers in the United States also proclaimed public apology after confessing his misconducts with mistresses. Some of these celebrities’ scandals lead into ultimate actions of apology to save their public images.

Image is an essential tool, for a celebrity to gain fame because it will influence his/her ongoing career. An image also influences the relationship between a public figure and the audience. Human perception derives the image of a public figure and sometimes a perception is more valuable than the reality. Thus, when an issue threatens the image of a public figure, “face work” must be done to restore it through effective strategy. Face consideration is an urgent matter for a public figure’s survival in the public arena. The public apology becomes one strategy to restore image, especially when the issue hits close to the truth. The public will demand responsibility especially when the action is offensive. Although the “offensiveness” is subjective according to laws and norms of a culture, if a relevant and salient audience perceives the action as “offensive” and atrocious, then a restoration strategy will be a way for the celebrity to save face.

This article examined two case studies of public figures’ apologetic speeches. This study was a response to Benoit’s call for research in exploring situational similarities and differences in image repair discourse. Tiger Woods and Chris Brown faced “offensive” issues, which forced them to save face through public apology. They had similarities in entertainment or public figure discourse; their actions “victimize” other people, they were potentially subjected to lawsuits, and their personal lives were related to their actions. Using the similarities of their offensive cases, I analyzed the similar and different patterns in their apologetic speeches. Hopefully, this criticism could contribute to the enduring conversation of image restoration and the rhetoric of apologia.

In this article, I used the prismatic look from Edward Black. I examined the speeches from the complexity of the addresses, looked at the speeches back and forth multiple times, and aimed to give a singular answer to the question “how does it work”? I looked at one facet after another in no particular order, as Black mentions, “It is a method without system.” Based on this radiant multiplicity examination, I argued that the apologetic speeches of both celebrities work to conciliate their offense actions and restore their images through the rhetoric of apologia. Rhetoric of apologia exercised a negotiation process of identity, through the use of visual setting, offense identification, languages structures, and silent. The strategy in rhetoric of apologia indicated the authenticity of the speakers, avoidance of interruption, prevention of ambivalence, engraving the audience emotion, and sustaining their personal objectives.

I first reviewed the theory of image restoration and rhetoric of apologia as the critical lens to view the cases of Woods and Brown. Second, I applied the theories by identifying and evaluating the similar and different patterns in
Woods and Brown’s apologetic speech. Thirdly, I collected the engaging angle, which able to point out the celebrities’ image restoration technique in apologetic speech such as their visual performance, the speech structure, the offense identification, and the moment of silent.

**Literature Review**

An image restoration strategy is a crisis handling strategy to “fix” negative perceptions, complaints, and responses from the public to an organization or an individual after a crisis hits the image. Some critics appeared to point out the imperfection of the strategy; however, many other researchers who have employed the image restoration theory agreed that it could provide a theoretical framework to describe an organization or an individual response in an emergency, disaster, and crisis situation. Benoit contended that image restoration theory is grounded on the contemplation of Aristotle, Burke, Ware, and Linkugel. He also used the typological construction from the self-defense academic discourse.

Many scholars developed the image restoration theory using various critical points of view and scientific methodologies. Many other pertinent researches and rhetorical criticism contributed mostly to analyze a single public figure and applied the theory to a specific case study. However, comparing the rhetorical strategies of celebrities was still rare. The purpose of this comparison was to find the similar and different patterns that complicate the rhetorical strategy of making a public apology.

Rhetoric can be used to illuminate questions toward phenomenon. Farrel argued that it is important to use model to generate some sort of paradigm, as the foundation of comparison. He also argued that model can be hybrid according to the context, text, and structures. Thus, I used Black’s criticism on Gettysburg Address as the model to examine the rhetorical performance and applied the existing body of rhetorical theory. To understand the prism look model from Black, I examined the overall look of Black’s diamond. Then, I used the technique of Black to carefully examine two speeches from the celebrity. The prism look showed the function of celebrities’ public apology rhetorically. The look at speech through the “diamond” is in the details.

**Visual**

The visual elements in public apology were important factors because these speeches were posted in the audiovisual media. These media could provide audio and visual rhetorical experiences and create a subject position that shapes audience perceptions.

The public apology is a strategy to restore the images and exhibition of celebrities’ moral actions. Therefore, the apologetic speeches needed to be conducted in good arrangements and plans. The apologetic speeches needed to show celebrities’ complex purposes, such as in Brown’s case, he was still in the plead guilty positions since June 2009. He would be charged five years probation, and 1,400 hours of “labor-oriented service. The decision would be announced on the 25th of August, while Brown launched his apologetic speech video on July 20, 2009. Using this timeline, the media would wait for the announcement, and in August his sentence’s news would be the “hot topic” for the media. If he apologized before the announcement, the media could cover his sentences with his apologetic speech as a complete frame of his assault chronicles. Tiger Woods’s apologetic speech appeared in the Internet since February 19, 2009. This was the time when he has finished his 45 days of therapy until early February, and by that time, he was ready to apologize and restore his image for his family, his foundation, and his business empire.
Therefore, the apologetic rhetorical strategies needed to cover all elements throughout the texts as written, visual, and audio artifacts in order to strategically address the issue in the right time and restore their images.

I accessed Woods and Brown’s public apology in YouTube. From these videos, it was obvious that both apologetic speeches were set up in different visual lay out. Woods called up the press, family, and audience in a press conference. He stood up behind the podium facing the audience directly while he spoke, and he read his script in the podium. Woods stood up higher than the audience, with blue curtain behind him as his speech background. One microphone on the podium helped his volume to be heard by the audience and to “fight” the noise of press cameras that keep repeating the “click” sounds during his apologetic speech. The audience who saw him directly could see all his body language, from his hands, head, and his feet. However, the audience who watched him from the video could only see his hands, and head gesture at least until 8.59 minutes, before the camera moved the shoot to another angle and enabled the audience to see one third of his body posture. His image disappeared for two seconds at the 9 minutes speech, and appeared at 9.02 minutes with different angle camera. At this point until the end of his speech, the camera showed him from this left side; stood on the podium with the audiences in front of him. He finished his speech in 13.32 minutes, and then he walked down to the audience to hug his mother. This hugging moment finished until 13.56 and the video ends.

Brown provided a different visual style in apologizing. He sat on a room “alone” (at least in the visual available information), with white glass window, crème wall, and a little bit green palm leaves in the right corner of the video as the background. Brown sat on a chair in front of a standing and unmoving camera. This camera only covered his head to his arm, thus the audience could not see whether he moves his hands while explaining or not. The only visual information during his speech mostly came from Brown’s expression, and his eyes. Interestingly, Brown did not “use” visible text to read, however, it was obvious that Brown’s eyes look at the left corner of the camera and his eyes sometimes moved down under the camera, seemed like he looked at something to help him articulate his speech, probably a teleprompter. He wore orange, long sleeve shirt, with two buttons consistently appear in the camera. This visual information indicated his unmoving posture and unmoving camera. His cloth put him in the center of attention, as the bright orange color dominated the one-third images in the video.

The visual technique from Woods, at least showed to the audience that Woods wanted to “face” the audience, and attempted to “face” the speech mistakes directly to the audience. While Brown showed more isolated strategy, and closed the visual relationship with direct audience. Thus, in the visual examination, Woods performance was more authentic than Brown. The resonance of the message and visual information showed that Woods had more “brave” to accept impromptu moment and spontaneity in his speech. Woods could also show more spontaneous apologetic speech through his voices’ tones or his gesture that reflected his emotion while he read his speech. Brown seemed more ‘set up’ by his “PR” people and lawyers to control and manage the situation, so that he did not say something that will jeopardize him in his lawsuit process, but still provided apologetic information. The video of Brown could possibly be taken several times, before it was released. Just like a movie production, it could be repeated, edited, and deleted when Brown’s fail to show the “planned” speech and image. While for Woods, he had no chance to repeat his speech, due to the direct situation setting.

However, both closed any interaction with the audience. Woods did not give press any chance to ask question during or after his speech, only by interacting to his mother he showed that he wants to embrace his closest figure, but also avoided the media interaction at
that time. Brown also avoided the interactivity by showing him self-alone in front of the camera, without direct audience.

Brown and Woods strategically avoided interaction because they wanted to avoid interruption in their speech, which would demand impromptu answer or response. If they created wrong response, it would be documented, and it would jeopardize their lawsuits or their image. When both celebrities wanted to talk about their apology, they also talked about their narratives especially related to the chronological order of the offense, and understanding about what happened in between, before, and after. Their hope in this narrative was to convince the audience about their story and apology. However, when they allowed interaction with press or audience, they had limitation to predict the authentic situation, and might not be able to response in a strategic way. The interruption as an oral strategy to fight the “dominant” narratives would put both celebrities in vulnerable condition such as wrong response, documented by the media, and gave audience negative and unpredictable perception. By being less authentic and avoid interruption, the celebrities in the apologetic moment, could arrange and plan message to gain their objectives.

From the visual examination, Woods and Brown gave us lesson about the timeline of the video publications, authenticity of the speech, and the avoidance of interruption. The choices of celebrities to choose the timeline of the speech enabled them to consider their lawsuits, therapy, and offense time. The authenticity gave consequences of the “brave” image of the celebrities. The more authentic of the celebrities, the more brave images appeared, but also the more risks for mistakes they had to face. The avoidance of the interruption gave the speaker freedom to speak as arranged, avoided disturbance in the narration of offenses, and prevented unpredictable responses.

Structure

A public apology always engages structural address. In the structure of celebrity apologetic speech, I divided the structure in the similarities and differences between both structures, and what we could learn from those findings.

Opening and Self-Introduction

Brown and Woods had opening greetings and self-introduction. However, they packaged these in different ways. Brown only used the word “Hi” to open his speech, while Woods used the words “Good morning and thank you for joining me.” This was interesting; because Woods needed to thank the effort of his audience to come to his public speech, while Brown with his “younger style” did not need to thank anyone’s effort for watching him. Brown could go directly to his point. The speech setting configuration with the existence of direct audience and “alone” also reflected their self-introduction. Brown only said, “I’m Chris Brown” and after that he goes directly to his apologetic points. In the contrary, Woods confidently did not say his name.

WOODS : Many of you in this room are my friends. Many of you in this room know me. Many of you have cheered for me or you’ve worked with me or you’ve supported me.

From his self-introduction, he informed that the audiences in the room were planned and not random audiences. He contended that the audiences in the room were his friends, “know him” might be possibly the press, “cheered for me” might be his family, “Worked with me” might be his business partners, his employee, and “supported me” might be his sponsors and his commercial endorsers. The identification of the audience from their introduction also indicated the stakeholders of the rhetoric of apologia.
**Apology to Stakeholder**

The specific discourses on the rhetoric of apologia were also about the victims and responsibility. Zohar Kampf identified the tactics for mentioning the discourses in public apology. The celebrities could undermine the existence of the victim by using unclear subject from the words “if,” “anyone,” or “someone.”\(^7\) The public figures could also select specific victim, and select specific offense for responsibility, not the whole actions. Finally, the public figures could also blur the identity of the victims by not mentioning their name and substituted the “victim” by a generic name. This technique was used to prevent apologetic meeting directly with the victim.\(^3\)

From their speech structure, we could learn about the degree of complexity of their problems. Woods had more stakeholders and victims to give the special “apology,” and Brown only had his fans or audience and his victim (Rihanna) to ask for apology. Brown only said the word “You” as the object of his apology, and informed the audience that he had said “sorry” to Rihanna. Thus, he separated Rihanna different from the audience.

BROWN : I have told Rihanna countless time that I am telling you today, that I am truly truly sorry.

While Woods provided many objects for his apologetic speech, he mentioned his friends, fans, business partners, his foundation, the parents whose kids admired him, and his family. Woods also informed the audience that he has apologized to his wife.

WOODS : As Elin pointed out to me, my real apology to her will not come in the form of words; it will come from my behavior over time.

The number of stakeholders provided information that Woods’ problems involved more stakeholders. It was also obvious to see the closing remarks that indicated the relationship of the celebrity and the stakeholders. Brown said about his hope so that he was, “truly worthy of the term ‘role model.’” The words “role model” indicated a relationship of celebrities and fans, thus it symbolized that in Brown’s apologetic speech ‘what matters’ for him was his fans. Woods said about “one day believes in me again.” The word “believe” could be related to various relationships such as father, role model, investor, business partner, and donors. The word “believe” provided general information on the various relationships that require trust, risk, and role model. Thus, his closing remarks indicated that “what matters” for Woods was the trust from the stakeholders.

**Philanthropic Action and CSR (Celebrity Social Responsibility)**

Both celebrities also spoke about their “charity” or social service, which included in the middle of the speech. Brown stated in 1.2 second, at the minute of 1.08-1.09 about his social service.

BROWN : I’ve done a lot of social service.

Interestingly, Brown did not specify what kind of social service he had done. He only indicated that he had done “a lot” without clear parameter how much was “a lot.” Seemed like this social service things only appeared as additional weak points, without any further explanation, and Brown directly moved to the next theme about his minister, mom, and his reflection time. It was interesting that his punishment would be about doing “social services,” which indicated that he just wanted to inform the audience that he had been a “good citizen” and did “a lot” of social service, even before he got the punishment.

As a contrast strategy, Woods provided detail information about his foundation.

WOODS : From the Learning Center students in Southern California to the Earl Woods scholars in Washington, D.C., millions of kids have changed their lives.
This detail convinced the audience that he really had a foundation, and he had done charities. He had anxiety about his foundation, the “investment” process of his foundation, and also his image in front of his beneficiaries, which consist of young people. He recognized that his behaviors might give impact to his beneficiaries, his staffs, the board of director, and the possibility of declining donation because of his image. He used 135 words and spent 1.19 minutes to dedicate his worry and to ask apology related to his foundation, at the 2.19 minutes to 3.38 minutes of his speech. Thus, he dedicated 9% of his time and 9% of his words to say sorry and to talk about his foundation. It meant for Woods, his foundation was important in his speech.

The philanthropic action or social service became a part of celebrity’s business especially to build positive image and brand. Celebrity could also act as a corporation, the name was the brands, and the art/music production or sport championship was the product. Image covered more than brand and product. Image covered non-product value that could associate the ‘brand’ with positive or negative perception. Philanthropic efforts could be the celebrity social responsibility in providing service to the community, building positive images, providing positive values as role models for the fans, and promoting good citizenship.

Philanthropic explanation could be included in the effort to reduce offensiveness of event or the bolstering strategy. The celebrities provided positive feelings from past actions to offset the negative feeling toward the wicked act. Benoit also argued about bolstering, “Rhetors may describe positive characteristics they have or positive acts they have done in the past.” Therefore, no matter the statement of philanthropic action was clear or unclear, recalling celebrities “good effort” in the past became their indications of restoring their image. The bolstering strategy also appeared in the personal values that they delivered in their apologetic speech.

**Individual Value**

Brown and Woods provided information about their personal values, or the message that their parents had raised them with good values, religious teachings, and words of wisdom. Brown provided his family’s value, through some of his statements.

**BROWN**: I’m very sad and very ashamed to what I have done. My mother and my spiritual teacher have taught me way better than that.

**BROWN**: God have been generously given me, he brought me fame and fortune.

From Brown’s statements about his values, he informed the audience on three points. 1) He tried to bolster his image by including the information on positive values or positive aspect that he had before the offense happened, and the he tried to fix his values. 2) He tried to separate his mother’s values with his actions. He tried to protect his family to be the object of social accusation of not “teaching the son with a good moral value.” By doing that, he also tried to “save” the face of his family especially his mother and his ministry, with information that he did not do the teaching from his spiritual teacher and mother. His action was merely his individual decision, and their family values had nothing to do with it. 3) Finally, he used his family and his “ministry” as the way back to his good moral value. Just like the metaphor of the lost sheep came back to the shepherd. When the sheep had lost, the sheep returned back to the shepherd, just like Brown tried to use his mother and ministry as a way to “go back” to fix his value.

Woods provided several techniques in delivering his speech. Woods referred the “shepherd” as Buddhism value from his mother and the therapy-learning values. However, Woods clearly mentioned that he was “lost” from the teaching. Woods stated that Buddhism
teaching was good, but he stayed away from it, and he started to get lost.

WOODS: Part of following this path for me is Buddhism, which my mother taught me at a young age… Buddhism teaches that a craving for things outside our selves causes an unhappy and pointless search for security… Obviously, I lost track of what I was taught.

Showing the “lost” side of good values also provided information on bolstering technique such as: 1) Showing the human side of the celebrity, that human sometimes lost the good track he had been taught. 2) Justifying the religious teaching and used his action as a separate procedure. The technique would avoid prosecution to his religion as the background of his attitude. 3) Showing celebrity’s awareness on what could be considered as good values and what was celebrity’s step to go back to the value.

Woods also tried to use his narrative in the therapy process. He indicated that the offenses happened frequently, repeatedly, and even Woods mentioned it as behavior. Woods mentioned clearly that his offense was “irresponsible and selfish behavior,” and “It’s now up to me to make amends and that starts by never repeating the mistakes I’ve made.” In these sentences he indicated plural nouns such as “mistakes,” “affairs,” and “the issues.” Therefore, if an offensive action had been a repeating behavior, it was reasonable to use “therapy” as the panacea to control back the behavior and fix it. Woods informed the audience about his progress in the therapy.

WOODS: In therapy, I’ve learned the importance of looking at my spiritual life and keeping in balance with my professional life. I need to regain my balance and be centered so I can save the things that are most important to me -- my marriage and my children.

Using the therapy as the panacea of his misleading behavior, Woods gave the audience information about his progress in the therapy, and bolstered his image by showing that he was in the “right” direction to raise up again from his “deviant” behavior.

The structural examination provided pattern of typological theme that the celebrities used to address the public apology. Black mentioned that the structure of the speech was “not an instant in the course of the speech when the experience of audience was not subjected to its controlling configuration of tension and resolution.” Therefore, the pattern of opening and self-introduction, apology to stakeholders, celebrity social responsibility, and personal values information were constructed to restore celebrity images. However, the similar thematic pattern from both celebrities configured with the chronicle of their personal life, the time line dimension, and their complex objectives.

The structure of the speeches configured the rhetorical strategy to form the public discourse about the celebrities. In the crisis situation, where the issues hit the celebrities, their images and careers were in threat; celebrities needed to provide rhetorical strategy to face the ambivalence information, response, and uncertain situation. In their vulnerable positions, celebrities needed to navigate the communication process and information effectively. Woods in his structure provided better strategy than Brown. Woods had clear identification about his audiences and stakeholders, and he navigated his apology to each stakeholders. Woods also provided certainty on his philanthropic points; thus it clarified to the public about what “good” things he had done in the past and provided prudential information. Brown did not provide certainty but he delivered ambiguous information in his speech. For example, Brown did not clarify to whom he had to apologize, and what kind
of philanthropic action he had done. In the time of celebrities’ crisis, Woods gave better example of disclosing the “truth,” narratives, and information to prevent more predicaments in his entertainment and sport business before it got worst.

**Offense**

Brown and Woods provided different approach in identifying the “offense.” Brown did not clearly mention what his “offense” was, as he was still in the trial process, and confession of the offense, would create difficult process. Brown used the words “I wish I could have to live those few moments again,” to refer to the moment of Rihhana’s physical violation, but he did not mention what the offense was. He also used some other words for example: “what I did is unacceptable,” “very ashamed to what I have done,” “to seek and ensure that what happened in February, can never happened again,” “it will never happened again,” and “other learn from my mistake.” It was interesting to see how Brown did not mention clearly upon his offense. He employed the words “did,” “done,” “happened,” “it,” and “mistake” to indicate his “mysterious” offense. Brown tried to blur his offense, to minimize the responsibility, to avoid lawsuit based from his words, and to provide equivocal/ambiguity in his action. He preferred to use the subject “it” than to explain “the subject”. Another interesting point from Brown was he (finally) used the word “domestic violence” but these words were not for referring the offense, instead he used these to explain his personal background, and makes it a justification point for his audience to understand his position.

**BROWN :** As many of you know, I grew up in a home with a lot of domestic violence and I saw and continuing to seek and ensure that what happened in February, can never happened again.

Using the points above, Brown provided the audience point of views such as he was a poor kid who was raised by domestic violence issue. He used the words “as many of you know” to drag the sympathy feeling of the audience. He believed that many people know his background, thus hopefully it would reduce the responsibility of his offense. He pointed at someone else inside his family, the one whom he mentioned he grew up with, who influenced his “mistakes.” Stimulatingly, in the same sentence, he mentioned, “What happened in February” to avoid him saying “the domestic violence I have done in February.” Brown, obviously, tried to avoid identifying what offense he has done; he admitted, “Something happened” in February; he admitted he had mistakes, but what mistakes was not clearly stated.

**WOODS :** I was unfaithful. I had affairs. I cheated.

The information about the offense of Woods was interesting. Using, all these sentences he informed his audience several points. 1) He indicated that his offense happened several times, and the offense continued to be a behavior. Woods also used the plural words such as “these things,” “the things” to provide information of his plural offenses. It was different from Brown who uses the word “it” instead of “these”, to indicate that Brown’s action was only one offense. 2) Woods eventually confessed clearly upon his offense and what actions he had done that hurt his wife, children, and his other stakeholders. However, Woods did not use the words for example “I have sexual addiction” but he explained that his mistake was all related to marital problem. The words “unfaithful,” “affairs,” and “cheated” could only be used as negative connotations and negative offense, if the doer has committed partner. If the offender
did not have committed relationship, then the behavior or the offense could be perceived differently. Thus, it seemed to me that the clear “confession” of Woods’s offense only pointed at his behavior in relationship with his committed partner.

From the examination of their offense, both celebrities provided us the mortification strategy. Mortification was the admission of guilt and express regret. Both celebrities admitted that they were guilty and took responsibility, even though both provide different techniques in identifying their offenses. Woods clearly indicated the name of his offense and Brown blurred his offense. They also expressed regrets by using the words “sorry,” “I apologize,” and by saying that their offenses were “unacceptable.” The power of “sorry” as a word and the reflection moment of the offense could be magnified through the use of silence. The moment of silence also functioned to strengthen the effort of mortification strategy through the powerful empty space in each silence, the unspoken words, and the use of expressions.

The Moment of Silence

Ihab Hassan remarks in his criticism on the metaphor of silence, “At a certain limit of contemporary vision, language moves towards silence.” Silence was an important artifact in a speech. Various important figures in linguistic and rhetoric acknowledge the silence as a sign of an iconic symbol of abstinence, gestural space of performance, and imposition state of muteness. Kahlil Gibran as a famous poet reflects his understanding of silence, “And there were those who have the truth within them, but they tell it not in words. In the bosom of such as these the spirit dwells in rhythmic silence,” it meant that sometimes words were not enough to tell the unspoken meaning of the rhetor. Another example was from Caroline Bergvall, when she used the term, “(dis) figuration, (de) narrativization, and (dis) articulation,” to provide illustration of silence in the performance. While St. Augustine referred to the words listen to “the very Self,” to connect the silence with the moment of reflection. All these narrations about silence show the in-depth meaning of silence.

Both celebrities provided the moment of silent, pauses, and muteness in between the words they were trying to articulate. Chris Brown, for example, paused his speech for 1.3 second, at the minutes of 0.18. This was not a short moment. Chris Brown on average used two words in one second. Even, as I explained before, Brown could say, “I’ve done a lot of social service” in 1.2 second. Brown spoke fast, thus the moment of silence seemed more visible to emphasize his image as obedient figure. The silence were important because it showed that he “means it” and the audience could connect that with his words and speed. These were some examples of Brown’s moment of silence.

BROWN : I thought it’s the best time that you heard it from me, that I’m sorry. (silent)

BROWN : He also paused several times to take a breath or to give space to the next point. Another interesting point was when he said,

BROWN : I have been a lot of time trying to understand, what happened and why? (silent)

At this point, he spent 1.3 second to pause his speech. He also paused for 1.2 second in the moment he said,

BROWN : I realize that no one is more disappointed me, than I am. (silent)

Silence was included in the constellation of symbolic strategy in the speech. Brown showed pattern in his silences, which indicated a tactical consideration. Brown remained silence when he said “sorry” or when he reflected his action. The strategy of silence empowered the audience to create meaning and fulfilled the space produced by the silent with their interpretation. Silence, in the talkative
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western culture facilitated obedient image of the speakers. Thus, it was a suitable strategy for Brown to commemorate silence in the “sorry” and reflection moment and to perform the image of obedient figure, after the public discourse was fulfilled with his disobedient behaviors, such as domestic violence.

Woods spent longer time for the silent moment and paused. The reasons were he intentionally pauses, he took breath, and he tried to find the reading in his text. He spent 3.8 second of silent, when he said,

WOODS : Now every one of you has good reason to be critical of me. I want to say to each of you, simply and directly (silent) I am deeply sorry for my irresponsible and selfish behavior I engaged in.

He also has long paused in other sentences. He spends 3.5 seconds and 5.2 seconds.

WOODS : For all that I have done (silent) I am so sorry (silent).

Another paused from Woods also about the sorry statement. He stopped for 3.5 seconds on his statement,

WOODS : Parents used to point to me as a role model for their kids. I owe all those families a special apology. I want to say to them that I am truly sorry (silent)

Silence could be as powerful as speech. Silence was not simply the absence of text or voice. As a rhetorical art, silence functions like “zero” in number. It was not absence, but it could mean empty but also could multiply the value of number. Woods provides speech that pointed out silence, and the silence could also point out the speech. Using the moment of silent, Woods could engage his emotions with his audience, and share his pain in each space of the silent. From this silence, Woods also provided empowering moment for the audience to interpret his words. The power of silent from Woods echoed loudly in the hallway of purposive language, and magnified the meaning of his words. The silence had more power because Woods provided deep emotional expression; he looked sad and almost cried. He took a deep breath before he stopped his silence and continued his words. This expression combined with the silent moment could arrange the speech composition and signified the symbolic strategy of his apologetic speech. Furthermore, the silent moment could portray Woods as subordinate and powerless figure, which could move the audience to have sympathy and pity on him.

Thus, the moment of silent from both celebrities was dedicated in the “sorry” statements and reflection statements. The silent moment showed symbolic rhetorical strategy before the celebrities said sorry or made his reflection statement more meaningful. They provided “mute” space for the audience to think about their words, and gave them chance to say sorry. The image of “silent” in the sorry statement also showed sincerity, reflection, put meaningful silence in the rhythm of the speech, and even though the silence moment in their speech had no words, but it was a part of articulation meaning of their effort for guilt, sorry, and reflection to employ the mortification strategy.

Conclusion

Rhetorical criticism can function as pedagogical tools of society. The rhetorical theory is the logic to set up the puzzle of message, while rhetorical criticism is the support of theory to guide a rhetorical experience. Through examining 13.33 minutes of Woods’ speech with 1.514 words and Brown’s speech for 1.59 minutes with 393 words, we could learn the strategic consideration of celebrities’ apologetic speeches. We could learn the authenticity of the speech, the raison d’etre of the timeline, visual arrangement, structure, offense identification,
and even the moment of silence. Delivering apologetic speech came after a consideration of pragmatic strategies, which were suitable, to conciliate the victim’s face without posturing hazard threat to the public figure.  

All these pragmatic strategies conciliated the offense action and the identity of the celebrities. The celebrities tried to negotiate their offense with their famous identity, through the use of languages, visual setting, and even silence. Through the prism look model of Black, it enabled critic to create alternative perspective of apologetic address and to use the instrument for realizing the theory and praxis of the dialectic in celebrities’ public apology. This exercise also helped us to discriminate the superficiality, sincerity, authenticity, tactical, and emotional engagement of the speech.  

First, in the case of Chris Brown and Tiger Woods, the public apologies were constructed to effectively negotiate their identity as celebrities, who could also be perceived as individual, associated with family, and business entities. The different visual setting of both celebrities provided us information about the rhetorical symbolism of visual elements in public apology. Visual image could deliver a visual experience and create a subject position that shapes perceptions about celebrities. Both celebrities also provided compelling lesson about the consequences of choices in the timeline, authenticity, and avoidance of interruption. Both celebrities also provided different structure in order to address the target audience. From this structure, both celebrities provided us lesson about strategic rhetorical composition to address ambivalence and uncertainty in the time of crisis. It was important to consider the clarity of the narratives and to whom they should apologize.  

Second, mentioning or not mentioning the offense and associating the offense words with human marriage construction, could have different consequences to audience. Audience may perceive celebrities in skeptical way because the audience thought that the celebrities were coward or normalize the temptation of fame. While, the moment of silence could articulate the unspoken words, provided the audience time to digest their words, and engaged the audience in the sentimentality of their strategic message. The identification of silence would enable us to discriminate tactical silence and meaningful silence. It also suggested the connection of silence with cultural image of celebrities such as obedience, powerless, and subordinate role. Finally, deconstructing the apologetic speech would exemplify sorry as “matters.”  

Endnotes  
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